BalloonSat Flight 18

Launch Operations: FRIDAY May 11, 2012, 7 – 8:30am at Shelby Center
The UAH Space Hardware Club actively flies BalloonSat missions of various types throughout the year. This will be the first flight of the summer. Everyone is invited to attend the launch is Friday morning from 7:00 to 8:30am in front of the Shelby Center, Sparkman Dr., Huntsville, AL. (34.725388N 86.641746W)

Tracker Call Signs:
KK4HRN (Frequency 144.390 MHz) and Satellite Tracking at findmespot.com

Live Online Tracking at:
SPACE.UAH.EDU

Payload Objectives
1. Primary
   a. Neutron Counter
      (w/NSSTC Team)
2. Secondary
   a. SPOT GPS Messenger

Itinerary
7:10AM – Everyone will meet for flight preparations in front of Shelby Center.
7:30AM – Ground station team will go to the Communications Lab in EB to prepare for flight.
8:00AM – The Space Hardware Club will launch from in front the Shelby Center.
8:30AM – The chase team will drive toward the expected landing location near Gadsden, AL.
1:00PM – The chase team returns to UAH

Contact Info
Mark Becnel mark.becnel@uah.edu